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8187 Thirsk Chieftain's
Chamber Balcony Miscellaneous MMH 53-7549 Nonsuch 2004-05-18

"I'm now the Chieftain of Thirsk and get to live in the
Chieftain's Private Chamber.   This Plugin adds a second-
story balcony with door and windows to the Chieftain's
Chamber at Thirsk.    There are two versions - the first

has minimal interior changes for purists, t...

4632 A Portcullis for
Wolverine Hall Buildings MMH 15-10355 Nonsuch 2006-01-19

This plug-in adds a much-needed Portcullis (Main Gate) to
the imperial  fort at Wolverine Hall, just outside Sadrith

Mora. Ever seen a fort without a front gate? Want to be a
guard at a fort without a front gate? Well, see what you

think of the difference.    If you use...

4631 A Portcullis for
Pelagiad Buildings MMH 15-9346 Nonsuch 2004-03-17

This is an update of a small plug-in that adds a much-
needed portcullis (like Ghostgate's) to Fort Pelagiad. It's

just for looks, but I think the Fort looks more like a tourist
attraction without it. See what you think.

Changelog:Standardized New Object names.   Restor...

4630 A Portcullis for
Moonmoth Buildings MMH 15-9508 Nonsuch 2004-04-15

This is an update of a small plug-in that adds a much-
needed portcullis (like at Ghostgate) to Fort Moonmoth,
near Balmora. It's just for looks...well, that is unless your

stationed there. But see what you think.
Changelog:Standardized New Object names.   Restores

Game...

4629 A Portcullis for
Hawkmoth Buildings MMH 15-9464 Nonsuch 2004-04-07

This is an update of a small plug-in that adds a much-
needed portcullis (like Ghostgate's) to Fort Hawkmoth in
Ebonheart. It's just for looks, but I think Hawkmoth isn't
much of a "Fortification" without it. See what you think.

Changelog:Standardized New Object names.

4592
The Winged Guar

Rental
Refurbishment

Bugfixes MMH 13-9753 Nonsuch 2004-08-29

This Plug-in updates the so-called 'Room Rentals' at "The
Winged Guar" in Mournhold's Godsreach.    "After the
filing of numerous complaints on the conditions of the
rentals at 'The Winged Guar'; today the management

unveiled new, updated accommodations. The
management has...


